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Siemens and Duisburger Hafen AG enter into
strategic cooperation
· The objective is development of innovative concepts for optimizing traffic
· Automation and digitization enhance efficiency in logistics
· First pilot project is being implemented in the port of Duisburg

With North Rhine-Westphalia Minister of Transport Michael Groschek in attendance,
Siemens and Duisburger Hafen AG (duisport) signed a strategic cooperation
agreement today. The purpose of this cooperation is the joint development of
innovative concepts for optimizing traffic in multimodal transportation hubs.
Siemens' intelligent truck supply management system "Integrated Truck Guidance"
(ITG) forms an important basis for using existing infrastructure more efficiently.

A first objective is the gradual introduction of this intelligent flow control system as a
pilot project at the Port of Duisburg. As part of this process, the system will record
truck data, render this information anonymous, bundle the information with regional
real-time traffic data such as travel times, traffic situations and disruptions, and
forward them to mobile devices and LED traffic information boards. In this way,
incoming truck drivers already have access to all of the important traffic information
that is required for coordinated and rapid travel to the next free loading area or
terminal.
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In another step, the Duisburg pilot project will be expanded to other transport
carriers such as trains and inland water vessels in conjunction with resident
customers. All of the parties involved believe that the Integrated Truck Guidance
system offers a very good basis for optimizing and harmonizing multimodal transport
carriers for the hub of the future. In addition, the integration of IT systems will also
be pursued in order to guarantee timely communication between the various
stakeholders and improve general traffic flows, both into the hinterland and in the
direction of the sea ports.

"Where, if not here at the Port of Duisburg, would it make sense to implement
modern traffic management to accelerate intermodal connections between the
various transport carriers. When, if not right now at the threshold to the age of
automated transport. Who, if not the market leaders in logistics and traffic
management; they are the ideal stakeholders for this project. I wish you all the best
with your project," says North Rhine-Westphalia Minister of Transport Michael
Groschek.

"The strategic cooperation with Siemens provides us with an opportunity to optimize
the efficiency of traffic flows at logistics hubs. This constitutes an important
approach towards eliminating future bottlenecks, and also creates new capacities.
With our combined technical and logistics know-how, we will be able to increase the
efficiency of any logistics hub in the world in the long term," emphasizes Erich
Staake, Chief Executive Officer of Duisburger Hafen AG.

"The new cooperation between duisport and Siemens offers impressive proof of how
state-of-the-art automation and digitization can contribute to increased efficiency in
mobility and logistics," adds Dr. Jochen Eickholt, CEO Division Mobility at Siemens.
Siemens and duisport have already been collaborating in the area of traffic flow
optimization since 2012. The new cooperation was preceded by the joint
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development of an integrated logistics and infrastructure concept for the "Sao PauloSantos Logistics Corridor", which combines the port city of Santos with the high
plateau Serra do Mar and the mega-city of São Paulo.
Contact for journalists:
Siemens AG, Media Relations
Georg Lohmann,phone: +49-211-6916-1300
E-Mail: georg.lohmann@siemens.com

Duisburger Hafen AG
Julian Böcker, phone: +49-203-803-4465
E-Mail: julian.boecker@duisport.de

For further information on, please see www.siemens.com/press/duisport
and http://presse.duisport.de/
Siemens AG (Berlin and Munich) is a global technology powerhouse that has stood for engineering excellence,
innovation, quality, reliability and internationality for more than 165 years. The company is active in more than 200
countries, focusing on the areas of electrification, automation and digitalization. One of the world's largest producers
of energy-efficient, resource-saving technologies, Siemens is No. 1 in offshore wind turbine construction, a leading
supplier of combined cycle turbines for power generation, a major provider of power transmission solutions and a
pioneer in infrastructure solutions as well as automation, drive and software solutions for industry. The company is
also a leading provider of medical imaging equipment – such as computed tomography and magnetic resonance
imaging systems – and a leader in laboratory diagnostics as well as clinical IT. In fiscal 2014, which ended on
September 30, 2014, Siemens generated revenue from continuing operations of €71.9 billion and net income of
€5.5 billion. At the end of September 2014, the company had around 343,000 employees worldwide on a continuing
basis. Further information is available on the Internet at http://www.siemens.com.

Duisburger Hafen AG owns and manages the Port of Duisburg, the world's largest inland port. For this port and
logistics location, the duisport Group offers full service packages in the area of infra- and suprastructure, including
relocation management. In addition, the subsidiaries also provide logistics services, such as the development and
optimization of transport and logistics chains, rail freight services, building management and packaging logistics.
www.duisport.de
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